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ABSTRACT

Objective Interactive patient care systems (IPCS) at the bedside are becoming increasingly common, but evidence is limited as to their potential for innovative clinical trial implementation. The objective of this study was to test the hypothesis that the IPCS could feasibly be used to automate recruitment and enrolment for a clinical trial.

Methods In medical-surgical units, we used the IPCS to randomise, recruit and consent eligible subjects. For participants not interacting with IPCS study materials within 48 hours, study staff-initiated recruitment in-person. Eligible study population included all caregivers and any patients >6 years old admitted to medical-surgical units and oncology units September 2015 to January 2016.

Outcomes: randomisation assessed using between-group comparisons of patient characteristics; recruitment success assessed by rates of consent; paperless implementation using successful acquisition of electronic signature and email address. We used χ² analysis to assess success of randomisation and recruitment.

Results Randomisation was successful (n=1012 randomised, p>0.05 for all between-group comparisons). For the subset of eligible, randomised patients who were recruited, IPCS-only recruitment (consented: 2.4% of n=213 was less successful than in-person recruitment (61.4% of n=87 eligible recruited, p<0.001). For those consenting (n=61), 96.7% provided an electronic signature and 68.9% provided email addresses.

Conclusions Our results suggest that as a tool at the bedside, the IPCS offers key efficiencies for study implementation, including randomisation and collecting e-consent and contact information, but does not offer recruitment efficiencies. Further research could assess the value that interactive technologies bring to recruitment and enrolment using patient-facing technology.

INTRODUCTION

Consumer-facing health technology has the potential to revolutionise care, re-orienting traditional provider-centric models of care delivery. In the inpatient setting, interactive patient care systems (IPCS) at the bedside such as GetWell Network, myStation and OneView provide personal health information, educational materials and patient engagement features to optimise patient-provider communication, in addition to on-demand entertainment. These systems have a substantial national presence, implemented in almost 40 000 beds in 2013. IPCS adoption will likely increase as hospitals seek to meet federal and local demands for deeper and more meaningful patient engagement.

With the increasing pressure to integrate point-of-care patient engagement technologies into the clinical workflow, our need for data on their usefulness is becoming more urgent. To gather this data, it is possible that we may be able to leverage the technologies to automate trial implementation, realising efficiencies over the traditional in-person research staffing. Though limited, prior research suggests that technology platforms can streamline research processes and perform as well as, if not better than, paper methods. For instance, tablet-delivered digital multimedia study materials have improved understanding of clinical trials during paediatric patient recruitment and electronic health record platforms have been used for recruitment. However, no study to
our knowledge has examined the use of IPCS to automate the multiple aspects of a clinical study.

In this report, we present data on our experience with a pragmatic test of IPCS clinical trial implementation. The parent trial assessed the effect of a patient-facing and family-facing educational video on patient experience metrics. For implementation of the parent trial, we tested the IPCS for patient identification, randomisation, recruitment and consenting, with a secondary plan for in-person recruitment and consenting for patients who did not interact with the IPCS study materials. The objective of this study was to assess feasibility of using the IPCS to automate aspects of a randomised clinical trial, including: (1) identifying and (2) randomising eligible patients and (3) recruiting and (4) consenting participants, including gathering electronic signatures and disseminating consent forms via email.

METHODS

Setting
The participating hospital opened in February 2015 with an IPCS at 183 beds at the new site. We worked with the IPCS vendor, OneView Healthcare, to plan the workflow (figure 1) and features needed for a study assessing the effect of a patient engagement video.

Technology
The IPCS had several features already in place that supported the study implementation: a working interface with the hospital’s admission, discharge and transfer system; a patient education portal, available on the home page, which displayed a flag for assigned education until the education had been viewed; the ability, within the portal, to serve videos or weblinks; the ability to auto-assign patient education based on patient criteria.

IPCS features created for this study included: (1) automated identification of eligible participants using complex criteria (admission date, no prior admission during study period, hospital unit); (2) automated randomisation of eligible participants to intervention or control; (3) delivery of study recruitment and consent materials to eligible participants, with passing of a patient identifier into the consenting forms; (4) browser adjustments to enable web-collected e-signatures.

Study population
Eligible population: all caregivers and any patients >6 years old admitted to medical-surgical units and oncology units 16 September 2015 to 9 January 2016. Exclusion criteria: no parent or guardian available, non-English speaking, being in foster care, prior admission during the study period.

Data
Data from the IPCS: user engagement with the IPCS standard features, engagement with the study-specific materials, length of stay and number of admissions.

Data from the interactive study materials and from the consent process were collected and managed using REDCap electronic data, a secure web-based data capture tool, hosted at the University of California San Francisco. Study staff recorded recruitment attempts and reasons for exclusion for patients they approached.

Automated clinical trial implementation features

Patient identification
The IPCS assigned study information in the education portal for all eligible patients. For these patients, the IPCS home page displayed a flag in the education portal until the study information website was opened.

Randomisation
The IPCS randomised patients 1:1 to the educational video intervention or to control. All eligible patients were randomised at admission, due to the technological limitation of communicating consent information from REDCap to the IPCS. Once randomised, the fidelity to the

Figure 1  Workflow for automated clinical trial implementation.
protocol was driven by the IPCS programming that made the intervention video available to those randomised to the intervention. Hence, fidelity of delivery of availability of the video was 100% (verified by random period checks of individual patient video assignments during the course of the study).

Recruitment
The study information website launched an interactive slide-deck presentation, made using Articulate software, describing the study. At the end of the presentation, viewers were asked to click one of three options: opt out, continue to consent or ask questions.

For patients admitted for >48 hours who had not interacted with IPCS recruitment materials, and who were available (eg, not off-unit, parent or guardian available, not busy with clinical staff), study staff used an in-person recruitment protocol during weekdays using a standard consenting process. Participants who received in-person recruitment still reviewed the IPCS recruitment materials with the in-person facilitator. Recruiting staff were blinded regarding allocation.

Consent and e-signature
Clicking on one of the options at the end of the interactive material (I’m interested, no thanks, or I have questions) opened one of three web-based REDCap surveys, which recorded the patient ID and the response. Those who were interested were then screened and consented using the RedCap survey. Consent forms were available for parents or age-eligible children, according to branching logic. We used the e-signature feature within REDCap and the IPCS bedside tablet interface to gather signatures for parents agreeing to release medical records (figure 2). The REDCap survey also optionally collected caregiver email addresses to send consent copies electronically.

Measures
Randomisation success
In order to assess for adequate randomisation, we compared study groups on available variables from the IPCS: number of interactions with the IPCS, interaction with study recruitment materials, average length of stay and mean number of admissions. We chose the average length of stay and the mean number of admissions because we hypothesised that they may be positively associated with patient or family member interactions with the study recruitment materials and with the intervention video, and therefore wanted to verify that they were balanced between the groups.

Recruitment success
We assessed the success of recruitment modality (IPCS vs IPCS with in-person facilitation) by comparing enrolment rates by modality.

Feasibility of electronic signature and email
Analysis
Statistical analysis focused on the success of automated randomisation and recruitment.

Binary outcomes were compared using $\chi^2$ analysis, or Fisher’s exact for cell sizes $<10$. Analyses were conducted using Stata V.13.

RESULTS
Randomisation
There were 1012 patients admitted to the eligible units during the study period, with 502 randomised to intervention (patient education video and recruitment materials) and 510 randomised to control (recruitment materials only). The randomisation was adequate, with no statistically significant differences between groups in characteristics from IPCS data (table 1).

Recruitment, consent and e-signature collection
Figure 3 depicts a study recruitment flow diagram. Of 1012 patients, 21.0% ($n=213$) opened the study materials only through the IPCS patient education portal. Of those, 8.5% ($n=18$) completed the interactive materials, with five consenting to participate (29.4% of eligible patients completing interactive materials; 2.4% of those opening materials). Of those who did not open the materials in the IPCS, who were subsequently recruited in-person ($n=176$), 90 were ineligible due to being non-English speakers ($n=58$) or due to not having a guardian present ($n=32$). Of those recruited in person who were eligible ($n=87$), a larger proportion consented to participate than the patients only opening study materials through the patient education portal (64.4% vs 2.4%, $p<0.001$ for comparison; figure 3).

Of consented participants ($n=59$), 96.6% ($n=57$) gave an electronic signature to release medical records and 71.2% ($n=42$) of participating parents opted to give their email address.

DISCUSSION
This study offers the first look at the potential of IPCS for supporting clinical trial implementation via automated methods. An IPCS system was successful in identifying eligible subjects, randomisation, collecting electronic signatures for
medical records release and capturing email addresses. Study enrolment via a stand-alone IPCS process was successful for only a fraction of potential subjects. Failures were due to either a complete lack of or very minimal engagement with IPCS-assigned materials. Ultimately a staff member was required to complete consent and study enrolment.

Prior studies have assessed the success of using multimedia interactive materials to improve the informed consent process.15–21 The evidence is mixed regarding their success, with most studies finding improved comprehension of study materials,15–17 19 21 a preference for multimedia materials,15 20 21 generally increased time spent on informed consent20 and mixed effects on patient enrolment and retention.15 18 21 While these studies demonstrate the potential benefit of interactive systems for informed consent, our study expanded the use of the system to identify eligible patients, randomise them, and recruit and consent participants.

We found that the IPCS identified eligible patients and adequately randomised them, as illustrated by the similarities across groups in recruitment and consent rates as well as across measured characteristics (table 1). This suggests that randomising IPCS features to assess their effects is feasible and could be considered for future studies. If implemented, blinding study staff to allocation assignment is necessary to avoid potential post-randomisation selection bias.22

Our results suggest that the IPCS alone is not sufficient for patient recruitment. We saw IPCS recruitment failures at three points: (1) participant opening assigned study materials; (2) participant completion of interactive study materials and (3) participant enrolment after viewing the materials. Failures at the first two stages imply that enhanced patient engagement features could potentially improve study recruitment success. Enhancements to improve interaction with materials might include more noticeable indicators of the presence of study materials (eg, interrupting of programming or more prominent visual notifications to the user (eg, blinking notification, banner on screen once a day or at routine intervals until study completion, text message reminders, etc). Changing the study materials (we used an interactive slide deck but there are other potential modalities such as whiteboard animation or including videos of patient participants) may have improved participant completion of interactive study materials. Testing these other options was beyond the scope of the study, would best be done with more intensive user-interface testing, and could be the focus of future work. Complementary qualitative research to explore barriers and facilitators to success would provide greater detail and context-specific information to explain successes and failures.

Our findings also suggest that when leveraging an IPCS technology in trial implementation, staff for in-patient recruitment should not be eliminated. In contrast, efficiencies from IPCS may be realised in identifying eligible patients, randomisation and data collection. For example, patients who were readmitted were excluded automatically from the study, and randomisation was built into the technology, eliminating that step. The IPCS was an efficient platform for gathering electronic consent, with 96% of parents providing e-signatures and 71% providing email addresses for optional follow-up. Finally, the electronic consenting process eliminated the potential for lost paper forms, decreasing the risk of privacy loss. The electronic consent branching logic allowed for a tailored and shortened consent and data validation decreased errors. The assessment of potential cost-effectiveness of using the automated functions for clinical research implementation could be the focus of further study.

Table 1  Randomisation success assessed through comparison of parent trial group participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Parent trial intervention (N=502)</th>
<th>Parent trial control (N=510)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ever interacted with IPCS, n (%)*</td>
<td>492 (98.0%)</td>
<td>501 (98.2%)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consented to research, n (%)</td>
<td>24 (4.8%)</td>
<td>28 (5.5%)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of stay (mean days, 95% CI)</td>
<td>4.49 (3.82 to 5.16)</td>
<td>5.18 (4.27 to 6.10)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total admissions (mean number, 95% CI)</td>
<td>1.32 (1.23 to 1.40)</td>
<td>1.25 (1.19 to 1.31)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We report on data only from the IPCS, which do not include demographics, as not all patients consented to releasing medical record information.

*The IPCS is used for other tasks (eg, ordering food, watching movies), so these measures whether patients ever interacted with the IPCS during their hospital stay, for comparison of levels of IPCS engagement between the intervention and control groups.

IPCS, interactive patient care system.

![Figure 3](http://informatics.bmj.com/content/10.1136/bmjhci-2019-100076) Recruitment and consent flow chart. IPCS, interactive patient care systems.
technology. IPCS study recruitment materials that were less easy to ignore (we used a passive reminder) may have led to different IPCS recruitment rates. Different interactive materials may have yielded different effects on recruitment. Generalisability should be understood within the context of specific IPCS software and implementation. Our Oneview Healthcare software included a randomiser function; others may not. We did not have sociodemographic data to explore whether IPCS interactions and recruitment success might have differed by patient characteristics. Finally, qualitative observations and more intensive user interface testing in the future can give greater understanding about how to better adapt IPCS patient engagement features for recruitment.

CONCLUSION
Interactive patient care systems are innovative new tools with promise for supporting inpatient research. This study illustrates that technology, while potentially adding value in the healthcare context, does not inevitably replace human interactions. Our results suggest that as an electronic communication tool at the bedside, the IPCS offers key efficiencies for study implementation, including patient identification, randomisation and collecting e-consent and study contact information, but that it is limited in its ability to inform and recruit. Further research assessing whether patient engagement enhancements to the IPCS improve recruitment rates will better illuminate the potential value that interactive technologies bring when paired with in-person efforts.
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